
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN

In the Matter ofthe Search of
Case Number: /6 —

Property described as:
Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates USECFflW

For the corners of the field containing green, FlLED~GREENB~YDP~’

Leafy plants,
Northeast corner: N 44.59.559, W 088.30.206 oc
Southeast corner: N 44.59.492, W 088.30.214
Southwest corner: N 44.59.496, W 088.30.3 18
Northwest corner: N 44.59.568, W 088.30.309, AT__ OCLQCK_M

JON W. SANFHJPPO _____

located on the Menommee Indian Reservation in —____

the State and Eastern District of Wisconsin
APPLICATION & AFFIDAVIT FOR SEARCH WARRANT

I, Special Agent Steven B. Curran, a federal law enforcement officer with the United States Drug
Enforcement Administration, requests a search warrant and state under penalty of perjury that I have reason to
believe that on the following person or property:
Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates for the corners of the field containing green, leafy plants,
Northeast corner: N 44.59.559, W 088.30.206
Southeast corner: N 44.59.492, W 088.30.214
Southwest corner: N 44.59.496, W 088.30.3 18
Northwest corner: N 44.59.568, W 088.30.309, located on the Menominee Indian Reservation in the
State and Eastern District of Wisconsin (See Attachment A).

located in the Eastern District of Wisconsin there is now concealed: see Attachment B, which constitutes
evidence of manufacture, distribution, and possession with intent to manufacture and distribute marijuana, in
violation of Title 21 U.S.C. 841(a)(1) and (b)(1)(D).

The basis for the search warrant under Fed. R. Crim. P. 4 1(c) which is:

/ evidence of a crime;
/contraband, fruits of a crime, or other items illegally possessed;
LIproperty designed for use, intended for use, or used in committing a crime;
LI a person to be arrested or a person who is unlawfully restrained.

The application is based on these facts:

/ Continued on the attached pages, which are incorporated by reference.
LI Delayed notice of____ days (give exact ending date if more than 30 days: _) is

requested under 18 U.S.C. § 31 03a, the basis of which is set forth on the a ched pages.

Applicant’s signature
~$FE~v~T B. CURRAN, Special Agent, DEA

Sworn to before me, and signed in my presence.

Date o~f~k&~015 ________________________________
e signature

City and state: Green Bay, Wisconsin H ORABLE JAMES R. SICKEL
nited States Magistrate Judge
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ATTACHMENT A

Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates for the corners of the field containing green,

leafy plants. The GPS coordinates for the field are as follows:

Northeast corner: N 44.59.5 59, W 08 8.30.206

Southeast corner: N 44.59.492, W 088.30.214

Southwest corner: N 44.59.496, W 088.30.3 18

Northwest corner: N 44.59.568, W 088.30.309,

The field is located on the Menominee Indian Reservation in the State and Eastern District of

Wisconsin.

The property to be searched includes any objects, structures, containers, receptacles,

appurtenances, and/or storage facilities or areas within the GPS coordinates listed above and its

curtilage within which objects and items listed in Attachment B could be contained.
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ATTACHMENT C

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF SEARCH WARRANT APPLICATION

I, Steven B. Curran, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and state as follows:

1. I am employed as a Special Agent with the United States Department of Justice, Drug

Enforcement Administration (DEA), and have been so employed since August of 2000. As a Special

Agent, I have received specialized training in controlled substance investigations. Additionally, I have

been a law enforcement officer since June of 1988.

2. As part of my duties as a Special Agent, I assist state and local drug enforcement

agencies by gathering intelligence information about persons involved in controlled substance violations

and investigating state and federal drug crimes.

3. This affidavit is based on my experience and background as a law enforcement officer;

conversations held with agents and investigators of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Federal Bureau of

Investigation, and a meeting with a Menominee Tribal Councilman.

4. During my time of employment with the DEA, I have become familiar with the

operations of Drug Trafficking Organizations as well as outdoor marijuana grows. This familiarity has

come from researching reports from other DEA cases on DTO marijuana grows that have occurred in the

states of Washington, Oregon, California, and Utah; interviews of defendants who provided detailed

information regarding their involvement in large marijuana grows, interview reports of suspects who

have provided details of the methods used by marijuana DTO’s; lengthy conversations with several DEA

Agents and Task Force Officers with experience dismantling DTO marijuana grows on public and private

lands, training videos that were provided by law enforcement personnel and personally dismantling DTO

marijuana grows.
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4. Affiant knows that the number of drug manufacturers and traffickers use

computers and electronic information storage devices, like the general population as a whole, is

steadily increasing, and such computer hardware, software, documentation, passwords, and

electronic information storage devices may be instrumentalities, fruits, or evidence of crime

and/or transmit information about crimes. Moreover, such computers and electronic information

storage devices offer marijuana cultivators and distributors excellent and convenient devices for

recording information concerning their product, including marijuana seed, plants, marijuana

sources, co-conspirators and customers, marijuana plant yields and harvest information, plant

and processed marijuana prices, marijuana plant maintenance and growing schedules, marijuana

plant identification and reference codes, and any other information deemed pertinent by the

marijuana cultivator and distributor. Much of the electronic media storage devices, such as

floppy disks, zip disks, thumb drives, SD memory cards, are very small, detachable, portable,

and can be secreted in small containers, such as safes and clothing pockets. Affiant knows that

drug manufacturers and traffickers often communicate with their criminal associates through the

use of electronic mail, instant messaging, text messaging, telephone answering machines,

voicemail, pagers, and telephones (cellular and land line). To the drug trafficker, these

communication devices are part of their normal business equipment.

5. Affiant made this affidavit in support of a search warrant authorizing the search of

property, which is a Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates for the corners of the field

containing green leafy plants. The GPS coordinates for the field, (hereinafter “Target Field”) are

as follows: Northeast corner: N 44.59.559, W 088.30.206, Southeast corner: N 44.59.492, W

088.30.214, Southwest corner: N 44.59.496, W 088.30.318, Northwest corner: N 44.59.568, W

088.30.309, the field is located on the Menominee Indian Reservation in the State and Eastern
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District of Wisconsin and more fully described in Attachment A. The Target Field is located

within the jurisdictional boundaries of the Menominee Tribe of Wisconsin, in the Eastern District

of Wisconsin. As further noted below, there is probable cause to believe the Target Field

contains evidence of violations under Title 21, U.S.C., Sections 841(a)(1) and 846. There is

probable cause to believe that Target Field contains evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of

these crimes, as well as the persons involved in these crimes, as more fully described in this

search warrant affidavit and Attachment B. This application for search warrant is being sought

for the authorization of a search of the Target Field, and its surrounding property particularly

described in Attachment A. Due to the fact that this affidavit is being made to establish probable

cause, the Affiant is not including each and every fact known regarding this investigation.

6. Your Affiant states that the facts which establish probable cause for the issuance

of this search warrant, are as follows:

a. Affiant is aware that on October 19, 2015, Bureau of Indian Affairs Agent Shawn

Sheridan met with the Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA) Ben Whittemore for the

Eastern District of Wisconsin, Police Chief Mark K. Waukau Sr., Menominee Police

Department, and Detective David Mahkimetas, Menominee Police Department, in

reference to a Hemp Farm located on trust land of the Menorninee Indian Tribe of

Wisconsin. A meeting was scheduled to meet with Tribal Chairman Gary Besaw to

obtain a written consent to search for the area and structures associated with the Hemp

Operation.

b. Affiant is aware that on the same date as above, Detective David Mahkimetas

placed a telephone call to the Tribal Chairman’s Secretary to advise Tribal Chairman

Gary Besaw that an agent with the Bureau of Indian Affairs had arrived and is ready to
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meet with him. Detective David Mahirnetas was informed that Tribal Chairman Gary

Besaw is currently in San Diego, California. Detective David Mahkimetas inquired about

an individual that is currently in charge and was advised that Acting Tribal Chairwoman

Ruth Waupoose will meet with the agent.

c. Affiant is aware that BIA Agent Sheridan along with AUSA Whittemore, Chief

Waukau Sr., and Detective Mahkimetas met with Acting Tribal Chairwoman Ruth

Waupoose. Acting Tribal Chairwoman Ruth Waupoose provided your affiant with a

document that was signed by Tribal Chairman Gary Besaw providing permission to

obtain samples of the industrial hemp.

d. Affiant is aware that BIA Agent Sheridan requested that Acting Tribal

Chairwoman Ruth Waupoose also grant permission to the Bureau of Indian Affairs Agent

and Menominee Police Department Officers to search and collect samples of the Hemp.

Acting Tribal Chairwomen Ruth Waupoose was advised by affiant that consent can be

withdrawn at any time and the collection of evidence will be terminated at that time.

Acting Tribal Chairwomen signed the Consent to Search form granting permission to

search the Industrial Hemp Farm and structures associated. The address and the property

and description were unimown at that time of the consent form being signed and several

attempts were made to obtain this information. BIA Agent Sheridan advised Acting

Tribal Chairwoman Ruth Waupoose that Global Positioning System coordinates will be

taken and added to the consent form for areas to be searched.

e. Affiant is aware that on the above listed date and at approximately 1145 hours,

BIA Agent Sheridan alTived at the Target Residence, Global Positioning System

coordinates: N 44.59.626, W 088.29.490. BIA Agent Sheridan was immediately
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contacted by Brian Goldstein, Operation Consultant. Brian Goldstein and Acting Tribal

Chairwoman Ruth Waupoose were informed of the situation and advised that samples of

the green leafy substances would be photographed, collected and taken into evidence.

The samples would be submitted to a laboratory for quantitative analysis of the

Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) levels.

f. Affiant is aware that law enforcement officers at the target residence witnessed

individuals appearing to be non-native come and go from the residence freely as if they

currently reside at that residence. Located at the residence were vehicles from various

states to include Colorado vehicles bearing license plates Colorado 192-QCE and

Colorado 118-YBK.

g. Affiant is aware that BIA Agent Sheridan was escorted by Brian Goldstein to a

two story barn which was being utilized as a drying shed for the green leafy substance.

BIA Agent Sheridan began documenting the area by taking photographs from inside and

outside of the barn. BIA Agent Sheridan was photographing the upper level of the barn,

an unknown Native American male, was logging in the plant count on a note pad.

h. Affiant is aware that on October 21, 2015, BIA Agent Sheridan received the

criminal history for Brian Goldstein which indicated that his race is listed as W (white).

i. Affiant is aware that once the photographs were taken, BIA Agent Sheridan began

collecting random samples of green leafy substance hanging upside down on ropes that

are hung the length of the barn. The random samples were taken from the lower level of

the barn. The samples were photograph, collected and labeled 1A through bA. Each

sample was placed in its own individual paper bag. All evidence was placed in BIA

Agent Sheridan’s vehicle for temporary storage. While BIA Agent Sheridan was taking
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samples, BIA Agent Sheridan verbally explained and physically showed the process of

collecting the samples to Acting Tribal Chairwoman Ruth Waupoose.

j. Affiant is aware that after the lower level was complete, BIA Agent Sheridan

began collecting samples on the upper level. BIA Agent Sheridan photographed and

collected random samples of green leafy plant substance which were also hanging upside

down drying on ropes that were hanging the length of the barn. The random samples

collected from the upper level of the barn were labeled lB through lOB. Each sample was

placed in its own individual paper bag. All evidence was placed in the BIA Agent

Sheridan’s vehicle for temporary storage.

k. Affiant is aware that BIA Agent Sheridan inquired about the number of plants

located in the barn. Brian Goldstein compiled the numbers from the notepad earlier

mentioned and provided the total count as being eleven hundred and fifty (1150) plants.

This count represents the number of plants at the time when the samples were collected.

1. Affiant is aware that BIA Agent Sheridan video recorded the inside of the lower

and upper levels of the barn providing visual evidence of the process used to dry the

green leafy substance. Photographs were taken of the Target Residence and the barn

which is located on the property.

m. Affiant is aware that BIA Agent Sheridan noticed that the lower level of the barn

had a front door, back siding barn door and three (3) small windows for ventilation. All

points of ventilation were closed except the front door which Brian Goldstein advised

that it needs to stay shut. Workers hanging up the green leafy substance up in the drying

facility had no protective equipment on nor had breathing apparatus. This is a health and

safety concern for the community and individuals associated with the operation, which is
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in violation of one of the enumerated priorities listed in Cole Memorandum regarding

adverse public health concerns of marijuana cultivation.

n. Affiant is aware that once the collections of samples were completed, BIA Agent

Sheridan followed Brian Goldstein and Menominee Tribal Member Bruce Pecore to the

open field grow which included a green house on the property.

o. Affiant is aware that Brian Goldstein advised that the open field grow area is

approximately six (6) acres in size and contains approximately fifteen thousand (15,000)

plants. BIA Agent Sheridan observed green leafy plants ranging in size of approximately

four (4) to six (6) feet in height.

p. Affiant is aware that BIA Agent Sheridan photographed and obtained GPS

coordinates for the corners of the field containing the green leafy plants. The coordinates

are listed as follow:

Northeast corner: N 44.59.559, W 088.30.206

Southeast corner: N 44.59.492, W 088.30.214

Southwest corner: N 44.59.496, W 088.30.3 18

Northwest corner: N 44.59.568, W 088.30.3 09

q. Affiant is aware that BIA Agent Sheridan began collecting random samples of

green leafy substance in the open field grow. The samples were photograph, collected

and labeled 1 C through 1 OC. Each sample was placed in its own individual paper bag. All

evidence was placed in the BIA Agent Sheridan’s vehicle for temporary storage. While

collecting the samples BIA Agent Sheridan was accompanied by Brian Goldstein, Bruce

Pecore and Acting Tribal Chairwoman Ruth Waupoose.
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r. Affiant is aware that BIA Agent Sheridan inquired about the different colored

plants that ranged in color of green to purple. Brian Goldstein advised that the different

colors are due to increased stress on the plants which can be caused by weather changes.

Brian Goldstein stated that when the plants are stressed the THC levels will increase.

Brian Goldstein advised that the temperatures fell below freezing and hovered around

twenty-three (23) degrees Fahrenheit and remained below freezing for approximately

four (4) to five (5) hours last weekend. Goldstein admitted that this brought added stress

on the plants.

s. Affiant is aware that BIA Agent Sheridan inquired about water irrigation. Brian

Goldstein advised that the plants are watered by rainfall and that they are below average

rain fall for the season, which he indicated, would also stress the plants and likely

increase the THC levels in the plants. BIA Agent Sheridan located a water-well on the

property. Also, a watering tank was located on the west side of the open field grow.

t. Affiant is aware that BIA Agent Sheridan began photographing the green leafy

substance located in the green house. The random samples of the green leafy substance

were photograph, collected and labeled 1D through SD. Each sample was placed in its

own individual paper bag. All evidence was placed in BIA Agent Sheridan’s vehicle for

temporary storage.

u. Affiant is aware that while discussing security measures taken to secure the open

field grow, Brian Goldstein and Bruce Pecore told BIA Agent Sheridan that the Pop-Up

trailer, located east of the greenhouse, is being used by individuals that conduct nighttime

security for the greenhouse and open field grow. Brian Goldstein also advised that the

residence located on the same property of the barn is also being utilized to house
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individuals conducting security for that property. Bruce Pecore questioned the ability for

security team to have weapons for protection because it will violate the Cole

Memorandum.

v. Affiant is aware that on October 21, 2015, BIA Agent Sheridan randomly field

tested evidence items: 2C, 7C, 7A, 1OA, 5C and 2A , using a Narcotics Analysis Reagent

Kit (Nark II) Batch 3011, which test for the presumptive indication of Marijuana,

Hashish, THC and Hash Oil. The test were presumptive test were negative. BIA Agent

Sheridan had been stored the test kits in his Government Owned Vehicle storage vault,

which they would be subjected to extreme hot and cold temperatures.

w. Affiant is aware that on October 22, 2015, BIA Agent Sheridan was provided

with Narcotics Analysis Reagent Kit (Nark II) Batch 3015, which had been stored at the

Bureau of Indian Affairs District Office in Phoenix area in a controlled environment. BIA

Agent Sheridan retested the evidence items: 2C, 7C, 7A, bA, 5C and 2A. All items

presumptive tested positive. Special Agent William Boiling Jr., Bureau of Indian Affairs,

Division of Drug Enforcement, witnessed the testing of the above listed items.

x. Affiant is aware that on October 22, 2015, BIA Agent Sheridan received the

vehicle registration to a Toyota pickup truck that was located at the target residence

bearing Colorado license plate: 192QCE. This vehicle is registered to a Brian Goldstein,

1111 Max Ave #216 Boulder, Colorado 80304. Also, BIA Agent Sheridan received

vehicle registration to a Toyota pickup truck bearing Colorado license plate: 11 8-YBK.

This vehicle is registered to a Nicholas Easley, 513 B. South Main Street, Gunnison, CO

81230.
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y. Based on Affiant’s training and experience in marijuana grow operations and BIA

Agent Sheridan’s descriptions, it is Affiant’s opinion that Brian Goldstein was in charge

and a main cultivator in the Menominee hemp cultivation operation. Due to Brian

Goldstein being from Colorado and not being a Native American Indian, he was in clear

violation of Federal Law and Wisconsin State law. The Cole Memorandum has no effect

on Goldstein’s actions as the Menominee Tribe has no jurisdiction over his actions.

z. Affiant is aware that on October 22, 2015, BIA Agent Sheridan Googled Brian

Goldstein with 3c on Linkedln which brought up a link to Brian Goldstein professional

profile on Linkedln. Brian Goldstein professional profile on Linkedln noted that his is a

National Consultant at 3C Comprehensive Cannabis Consulting, Gunnison, Colorado.

Included in his professional consultant was a photograph of himself which BIA Agent

Sheridan positively identified as Brian Goldstein. This also triggers a Cole

Memorandum priority regarding the prevention of marijuana from states where marijuana

is legal in some form to other states, in this case Wisconsin where marijuana cultivation

is illegal in all forms. Again, due to Goldstein’s non-native status he is governed by

Wisconsin State law.

7. Affiant further states that he has been involved in numerous drug investigations and

has attended schools in the investigation and recognition of drugs and drug paraphernalia.

Based upon Affiant’ s knowledge, experience and training in investigations of distributors

and cultivators of Marijuana, they commonly utilize various tools and articles, which are

commonly referred to as “paraphernalia” to prepare, divide, weigh and package their

drugs for distribution and cultivation; further, cultivators routinely keep records of their
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various growing operations and transaction in the form of handwritten notes and

electronic recordings, so that misunderstandings do not occur with their customers.

8. Furthermore, based on Affiant’ s training and experience, individuals who sell/distribute

and cultivate controlled substances possess firearms on their person, vehicles and residences to

protect their drugs from other drug dealers and law enforcement officers.

9. Furthermore, based on Affiant’s training and experience, Affiant knows that it is

common, during the course of executing a search warrant on a residence for controlled

dangerous substances, for individuals to arrive at said residence for the purpose of conducting a

drug transaction and that these persons commonly have in their possession illegal drugs, drug

paraphernalia, and/or weapons on their person and/or in their vehicle.

10. Affiant further states that based on his training and experience, that, in addition to the

permanent residents of the residence, that there are commonly temporary residents residing at the

residence for a short period of time, keeping with them only a limited amount of personal effects,

allowing them to easily move from one residence to another in pursuit of controlled dangerous

substances, along with persons present at the resident for the purpose of executing drug-related

transactions.
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11. Based on the above listed facts, your affiant believes there is probable cause to

search the Target Field, which is more fully described in Attachment A, for evidence

more fully described in Attachment B, of violations of Title 21, U.s.c.,

Sections 841(a)(1) and 846, Possession with Intent to Distribute a Controlled Substance

and Conspiracy to Possess with Intent to Distribute a Controlled Substance.

STEVEN B. CURRAN
Special Agent
Drug Enforcement Administration

Subscribed to and Sworn before me on this ______day of_~~~2O15.

The on able United States istrate Judge James Sickel
East n istrict of Wisconsin
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ATTACHMENT B

Items to be seized

1. Illegal drugs to include marijuana or any parts thereof (such as living plants and dried

processed rnater)and/or other controlled dangerous substances, drug-related

contraband and paraphernalia, and materials used for packaging, manufacturing,

cultivating, weighing, or distributing illegal drugs, including, baggies, scales (hand

held, digital, and/or mechanical), cutting agents (diluents), grinders, wrapping

materials (new and used), tape, grinders, cigarette papers, and shipping materials such

as boxes, deodorants, plastic wrapping, mail labels, and any other items used by

persons to manipulate drugs in any way.

2. Drug paraphernalia/items used for ingesting controlled substances to include,

glass/ceramic smoking devices, and other items used by persons to manipulate drugs

in any way or for ingesting illegal drugs.

3. United States currency in the form of negotiable instruments, or financial instruments

and equipment used for counting currency that reflect proceeds from drug trafficking.

4. Cameras, video recorders, pphotographs, videos, negatives, undeveloped camera film,

slides, posters, images, and the contents therein related to illegal drugs, drug

trafficking with current and past drug associates, and of persons and/or proceeds or

assets purchased with drug proceeds.

5. Books, records, receipts, notes, ledgers, and other papers relating to the possession,

sale, and transfer of controlled substances or which reflect nicknames, code names, or

identities of co-conspirators.
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6. Records of real estate transactions and records reflecting ownership of motor vehicles.

7. Safe deposit box keys, money wrappers, and other items evidencing the secreting,

transfer, or expenditure of money.

8. Indicia of ownership showing who lives in or owns the described residence, to include

titles of ownership, rental agreements, vehicle registration, vehicle keys, billing and

invoice information for phone service, pagers, utility and water billing information

and business related mail, passports, and any written communication pertaining to

residency.

9. Any telephones and/or cellular telephones or digital display paging devices found, and

their contents, and/or any other device capable of transmitting electronic text

messages, such as a laptop computer, tablet computer, desktop computer, SD cards,

USB device and any electronic device that stores data.

10. Any drug customer lists, dealers lists, and/or any notes containing the individual

names of such persons, telephone numbers, and/or addresses of these customers or

dealers, and any corresponding records of accounts receivable, money paid or

received, drugs supplied or received, or cash received to pay for controlled substances

or intended to pay for controlled substances.

11. Telephone and address books, Rolodex indices, and any records or papers reflecting

names, addresses, telephone numbers, pager numbers, fax numbers, and/or telex

numbers of co-conspirators, sources of supply, customers, financial institutions, and
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other individuals or businesses with whom a financial relationship exists or which

indicate a criminal association between co-conspirators.

12. Books, records, invoices, receipts, correspondence, records of transactions and/or any

financial or other instruments evidencing the obtaining, secreting, transferring and/or

concealment of assets and/or placement of assets in the names other than the names of

the drug traffickers themselves, and/or the concealment of money expenditures.

13. Any appointment calendars, and/or papers, tickets, notes, receipts, and/or other items

relating to domestic and international travel, including gas receipts, notes, letter,

airline tickets, bus tickets, food receipts, hotels and/or other lodging receipts, related

correspondence, and envelopes.
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